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Math S143-Lecture 9

time:Carban matrix classification of
Coxeter diagrams irreducible roof
Oynkin diagrams

3
systems (and

by extension all simple
Lie algebras)

Asystem in a real vector space (

witha symmetric, positive def. bilinear form, is a nonempty
finite setc 27903 which spans , which has

Rank (way net, which has raid)=8vxed,
and which has 2(,)/(1,2)(1X2,--



*Call the integers 2 (P,)/ (2,2) the Cartan numbers
-

*An isomorphism between root systems of I
-

is a bijection preserving cartan numbers

*Aroofsystem is inable ifitcannotbe

partitioned into disjointnonempty orthogonal subsets

key point:every vestsystem has a unique decomposition

as a disjointunion ofirreducible subsystems (where

a subset oft is viewed
as a rootsystem in the

subspace ofe thatitspans)



The isomorphism classes of irreducible roofsystems

belong to p families:

An (h51), Bn (n=2), (n(n33), On (n=4)

Es,7,E8, fu, and 62

Last time:we sawconstructions in types ABCO

Choose a stem/base 1 ina rootsystem of
↳ recall this is a basis for asuch that

order 2 as
we never need to mix signs of coefficients

&22..- 2n when expressing roots in terms of.

Then the Camamatrix ofis [21;,xi)/(x,xil],sissn



The Cerdiagram of it is the graph
same
22

with vertexset and with 4(xi,di) (4r,xi)Eee
xi)(aj,xj)

between xi and asfar each did; in .

The diagram of is formed from the

Coxeter diagram by orienting edges x=B
and aB to be EB and xE

if Iall > 1B1. (Whenever a double or triple edge
occurs, itis between roots ofdifferentlengths]



The Cartainmatrix and Dynkin diagram [up

to arbitrars relabelling ofintices/vertices] uniquely
determine the isomorphism class of. Also, t
is irreducible if the Bynkan diagram is connected.

The graphs thatoccur as Dynkin diagrams ofirreducible

rootsystems are precisely

An: 0-0-..0
-0 In:ooto...-(n

=6,8)

In:
o-o---o

In:0-070-0
(n=4)

2:0
-0--o0

Gn: 70 (n =2)
On :-0.0

-0

↓ In vertices o in each picture)



-

semisimple Lie algebral suppose Lis

a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over an algebraically closed

field A of char. Zero. Assume his semisimple [so

L is directsum ofsimple lie algebras/has no solvable ideals)
"consists ofall

↳has no proper nonzero ideals and
semisimple elems"e is nonabelian"

Then:for any maximal taral subalgebra A?
L there is a

Cuniquel
decomposition ( =A* *La for a certainsubsetcH*,

2-

where Ly * (ACL) (h,x) =x(h)XVheA].



The vector space A*has a nondegenerate symmetric

farm dual to the restriction to it of the killing form

x(x,y) *trace (adxadi) far X, YEL.

The set6is a root system in A*.

Thym L is simple ifis irreducible.

Also, two semisimple lie algebras are isomorphic of

and only if their rootsystems are isomorphic.

one thing we haven'tseen (for exceptional types):
for each irrebncible root system there does exist a simple Lie

algebra with thatroot system as its .



eion-Cartansubalgebras

Quick overview, no proofs

Aasubalgebra ofa Lie algebra (is

a nilpotentsubalgebra HSL with H
=N,(H).

Here N-(A) *(Xf()(x,h) + H V eA)

Th If L is semisimple
and defined over an also closed

field *with char()
=0, then a subalgebra A?

is a mantonal subalgebra
if) It is a Cartansubals.
-

Ifchar(*)>0, then these are different, however.



Jet A algebra ofa Lie algebra h is a
-

maximal solvable subalgebra

1 If 8, and E2 are two
Bane! subalgebras ofa Lie

algebra, then there is an automorphism
feAut()

with f(81) =82. Moreover, the same factholds

if 81 and 82 are two Cartan subalgebras.

ex I+ ( =sen() then two Bovel subalgebras
are

8, =upper
E-matrices and 82 =lower- matrices.

we have f(81) = 82 for f(x)
=

-x

Textbook proves stronger fact that (AUACH can be chosen

inasubgroup ESL) SAnt(L) generated byexplady) for
xoh thatare strongly
ad-nilpotentin a certain sense.



Related importantfact:

Car in a general lie algebra, all Cartan
I are isaaphic.bras

New topic today:

unenveloping algebras.
-



The following constructions pertain to arbitraryLie algebras
over any field A. The main idea isto constructfrom

a lie algebra an associative unital algebra 2(L)
-

as freelyas possible"subject to the commutation

relations of L. Thatis, we wantto build the

"mostgeneral possiblealgebra 2(4)? ( that has
x.Y -4.x

=(x,Y] UX,reL

Anaeuital algebra is just a vector space Awith

an associative bilinear multiplication operation and a compatible unit1A.



GetAnegalgebra of a given lie algebra L

is a pair (A, K) where Ais an associative unital

algebra and 6: L-Ais a linear map, such that

P([x,i)) =G(x)d(Y) =x4(Y)d(X) YX,ieL.

*If L gC(V) for avector space then

ge() is an enveloping algebra wit to
obvious inclusion (:2 ge(t

Amorphism ofenveloping algebras f: (A1,4.) +(A2,42)
--

is analgebra homarinorphism
f: A,An such thatAster An commutes
- kitc
a linear map sendingunits to units
commuting with multiplication



o A envelopingalgebra of L is

an
initial objectin the category ofenveloping algebras

for 2: thatis, an enveloping algebra (2, i) such that

if (A, 4) is anyenvelopingalgebra for then there
is a que morphism (1,i) -> (A,)

Pro If (2, ii)
and in, in) are bothuniversal enveloping algebras

for then there
is aunique isphism (m, ii)- (2, i2)

>By def,
there are unique morphisms

4 morphism with atwo-sided inverse, i.e.
an algebra isomorphism commuting with

+:(2, ii) + (22, in)
and 9: (22, in)+ (M1,i). relevant diagrams.

Butthe identifymorphism is the only morphism (2;, ii)+ (2j, ij).
So fog-id
gof-id 8



So there is atmost one universal enveloping algebra oft
cup to unique isamorphism). More involved:

Thm Any lie algebra has a universal enveloping
algebra. (This is always infinitedimensional if(*0].

The proofrequires a short digressionon

tensor algebras.



LetV be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field A.

Define Tov =A 3 V =VQVQV

TV =V =

Tru =veve...In factors)
-. This a vectorspace whose elementin

n=0

are finite linear combinations of tensors v,avie... Un
for anyn=0,
any ViSV

we make TW) into an associative unital algebra with unit

1* =Tov<T(V) by setting
def

(x,x--(x)(w,e-..awe) = VID...V,Qw,Q...We
and extending bylinearity, far vi,wieV. The resulting

structure is the tensor algebraofV.
-



some properties ofthe tensor algebra T(V):

*associative *graded as FuxTir+Tr
*infinite-dim *generated as an algebra byany basis of

The tensor algebra of V is characterized by this universal

property:for any associative unital algebra Aand any

linear map 4: V+A, there
is a unique algebramorphism

4:TIV) + Asuch thatthe diagram

inclusion

v-T()

d) d4
A commutes.



LetI be the two-sided ideal in T(V generated
the intersectionofby the set(xex -xex/xytV] all two-sidedideals
containing these elements

Themetricalgebra of V is the quotientSCV)T(V)/I
This is a commutative algebra with the same universal propertyasTIV
butrestricted to commutative algebras.

1xx2, ...,xn
is a basis for then SCV is isomorphic to

the polynomial algebra A(X, X.,---,Xn) in a commutingvariables.

The tenson algebra TCV) is similarly isomorphic to the free associative

algebra #3x, x2, --, fn) of palynomials
in a noncommutingvariables.



Preexistenceofuniversal enveloping algebras (for Liealgebrah)

Let I be the two-sided ideal in T(L) generated by

the set9xxx -yxx- (X,4) 1x, rELY.
u ne

eT -T eT

Nextwe setUCL * [(L) /5. Also define

↑:T(L) + UIL) to be the quotientmap and define

j:L+ UCH) to be the composition 2-T(2*UCL).

Since Is2 the quotientu(L) is nonzero and contains 40u=*



#is notyet clear whether or not i is injective
(thiswill turn outto be true butis notpartof any defs)
To show that(CL), i) is a universal enveloping algebra:

suppose (A,j) is some enveloping algebra for L.

The universal propertyofTCL) gives us a unique algebra

homomorphism &':T(r) + Asuch thatthe diagram

22T(L) commutes.
:2d4

Butall elements xey -xxx - (x,y) for x,fe) am
in Kerld'),

since 4'(Xxy) =0'(X)diy) as bis algebra hour.
Thus Jskerl')

so d'descends to the desired unique morphism (2(L), i)- (A,d). 8



e. Suppose is abelian so that(X,47=0Vx,ith.

Then J =1 and UCL) = SCL) is the

symmetric algebra ofL.

Next:algebrastructure ofUIL

-and the Poincare-Birkhoff.Will theorem

describing a basis for UCL)


